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NOTES: 

1) Solutions should be submitted in regular A-4 sized sheets and with this cover page signed. As long as it     

is neat you can use both side of sheets. In case of more than one sheet use, staple your sheets from     

upper left corner.  

2) Homeworks would be helpful If you do it yourself.  

3) You can negotiate with your friends on questions, however; the submission should be your own work.  

4) Submission that not are original will not be graded.  
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- Assuming that you are applying for a job in the company you 

have been matched, you are asked to gather information about 

the company and prepare a presentation (in Microsoft Power 

Point) that consists of 10 slides (max). Prepare your slides in 

accordance with the lectures and discussions on “Effective 

Presentation”. Your presentation should at least contain the the 

following information  

- Company’s type: Private, State owned ? 
- When, and where was established by whom (founders) ? 

Current shareholders? 
- History/milestones of company, acquisitions, mergers, new 

plants, etc. 
- Chief Executive Director (CEO), 
- Products, countries for export, 
- Financial status (net profit, tax payment, dividend payment 

to shareholders) 
- Number of employees (executive personel, engineers, 

worker, etc.)  
- Quality Certificates that company holds 
- Awards (if any)…. 
- Specify the position you would like to apply in the    

company.  

 

Notes:   

1) Submit your homework by printing 2 slides into a one A-4 sheet 
along with the cover page (6 pages in total)  to my office, 

2) Send it also to following e-mail address:  me2004ktu@gmail.com 

in a following way 

E-mail’s subject, & file name: Student ID#_NAME_SURNAME_ME2004_HW3 

mailto:me2004ktu@gmail.com

